
AWA 2019 BK Event Soapbox Comments 
 
 
 
AB0CW: The transmitter was a '10 triode Hartley driving a '10 triode PA. I link coupled 
between the two. This was my first BK since moving to my new QTH in Cincinnati, OH. I 
only worked 80 meters. Activity seemed quite good to me, both weekends. Noise was 
low also, although more static crashes were present on the 2nd weekend. Overall a very 
good time! 
 
K4CHE: Spent a lot of time trying to confirm my QTH Delaware "DE" with the stations. 
Had an annoying problem with my transmitter shifting in frequency, up and down 100 
cycles or so, and then realized that it was the local gusty winds blowing my loop antenna 
and open wire line. 
 
K6KV: Thankfully, I was able to hear (and work) one station out here in W6 land The 
problem is not having critical mass out here like what exists on the East Coast, and 25 
watts and a dipole limit BK range to about 1000 miles. If the event is to be more than an 
East Coast activity, we need to spark some activity out West. A start would be to 
encourage log sheets from every participant, especially those not making any contacts. 
West Coast members must see more W6, W7, and W0 entries in the summaries to know 
there are stations within reach! 
 
KB0ROB: This was my 20th year for operating in the Bruce Kelley. I tried to make it a 
memorial for my first Elmer, Albert KC9IV, and for John Rollins W1FPZ. They both 
contributed parts and brainpower to help me get going. W1FPZ became a dear friend 
and kindred spirit. It was good to hear some new stations. Let's hope we can get more!   
 
KN4RRQ: I had a great time and I was just grateful to have a couple QSOs to log!  And 
I've been enjoying getting on 160 with the Hartley most every evening and trying to 
improve my code skills; they need it.  The Hartley is my only transmitter, so I'll be adding 
some interesting tones to the band for the foreseeable future! 
 
N2BE: This year's Bruce Kelley started out as the strongest I have heard in at least three 
years. Eighty meters was absolutely packed with 1920s-type signals. My problem, at the 
outset, was that my Hartley oscillator kept quitting. It wouldn't keep oscillating. I 
switched to a dummy-load and proceeded to troubleshoot it. The problem was finally 
traced to the straight-key! I had changed keys right before the event, and the new key 
had a much longer cord on it. Apparently, the longer cord was neutralizing my single # 
27 oscillator! After switching back to my trusty 1920 Western Union model "2A" key, 
with the shorter cord, I was able to join in on the 1920s mayhem. Whew! Other 
operators, with finicky oscillators, might want to check this odd possibility out. 
 



NE1S: This year I did something different in that I hastily built another transmitter in 
order to be able to work all 3 bands without changing coils. It's a push-pull Hartley using 
a pair of '27 tubes - photos are also attached. I started building it on Tuesday Nov. 5., 4 
days before the first night of the event. I made 3 QSOs with it that first Saturday, and 2 
more the following Saturday. I used a 160M coil I had wound for my push-pull TNT 
(which I used on 80M this time around) back in the 1990s. My 40M transmitter was a 
single-ended Hartley I had built in the early 2000s. Activity seemed up this year, and by 
the end of the first weekend I had logged about as many QSOs as I've done for the 
entire event in recent years. My final total was 55, and I don't recall ever breaking 50 
before now. 
 
VE7CNF: I ran my usual push-pull Colpitts with type 45 tubes, with coils for 40, 80, and 
160m. Power was 25W input on all bands, 275V on the plates at 90 mA total. The wind 
was fairly calm this year so my frequency was mostly stable. I used one of two verticals, 
a 50 ft top-loaded inverted L or a 35 ft vertical wire. I had the usual local noise sources 
so sorry for any call-backs that I couldn’t hear. There was some propagation to the east 
in early evening on Nov 16, and again on 40m the following afternoon. This is my best 
result so far at 14 QSOs. 
 
W0VLZ: This year I worked ten other '29 stations. It was interesting that half of the '29 
stations I worked were in MN and they all had, by far, the strongest signals. My 80 mtr 
antenna is only 15' off the ground. I suspect it was working well as a NVI antenna 
covering the "locals" fine. After trying all I could think of to clean up my 40 mtr signal I 
still wasn't satisfied so I stuck to 80. I also noticed a lot of signal wobble because of wind. 
I see all of my MN compatriots are running MOPAs. They may have a point. Next is the 
LC in January. I'm looking forward to it. 
 
W1ZB: I really had a great time this year operating in the Bruce Kelley 1929 event. There 
were some great sounding signals heard on 80M and 40M and the bands were in good 
shape both weekends. I operated a 1929 Hartley using a 203A tube running 25W input 
power and listened on a 75A4 receiver. Next year I'll try to build a 160M coil and 
operate on all three bands. Many thanks for coordinating the event and to the special 
event stations. It was a lot of fun. 
 
W2AO: Enjoyed the 1929 BK event very much. Have been doing so for about 25-30 years. 
My favorite AWA event. 
 
W2DGB: I was first licensed as W2DGB in 1950 as a Class B. The test consisted at that 
time of a 13 WPM code and a theory component. I passed and built up a small station 
using a BC458 transmitter with a Hallicrafters early S20 receiver, on 40M CW. A year 
later I took the Class A test. I was later grandfathered into the Advanced status, and 
have remained there. Then I embarked on a graduate school course, and ham radio took 
a back seat for 5 years. My CW skills atrophied, and I essentially ignored the CW mode. 
This year, with the help of W3GMS and WA8UEG, I tried to get back to 10 WPM. Using a 



TNT transmitter and a modern receiver, I made a few contacts. My thanks to everyone 
who worked with me... It is much appreciated! 
 
W2LB: As always, the QSO party was lots of fun. I wasn’t able to put in as much time on 
the air as in past years, but it seemed activity was down, especially on 40 meters. Lots of 
stations were running 25 watts which really made for a lot of strong signals. Next year I 
hope to up my power to get out a little stronger signal. I am going to try two 27 tubes in 
parallel. 
 
W3FJJ: I had tons of fun per watt, plus per QSO! First time on 40 meters for BK, tried 
160m, but timing was off. 
 
W3GMS: I noticed definitely more activity this year as heard at my QTH in PA. Also, 
there were a lot of first-time operators joining in on the fun.  Steve, WA8UEG salvaged 
an old Hartley breadboard transmitter from Bill W2DGB. He wound a tank coil and 
cobbled up a power supply to get it running. This was Steve’s first year operating in the 
event. I guarantee you, he will be back next year! Conditions seemed good and on 80 
meters, I was able to work Steve VE7SL on 80 meters, which is always a thrill considering 
he is 2,380 miles from me. Gearing up for the Linc Cundall event in January 2020! 
 
WA3JJT:  I was only able to work a few stations because of other stuff going on. Can we 
run it all week next year or twice a year? I had a great time using the National SW3 
regen receiver as well. Fortunately, 80M was in great shape for the event! Two days 
before the event, I quickly mounted a 2nd #27 tube in parallel with the original on my 
Hartley, and it worked fine, increasing my power to 17 watts input, and about 7 watts 
out. I just love this event! I would be curious how many OO reports the gang receives. 
 
WA8UEG: This was my 1st time operating the Bruce Kelly event and I had limited 
operating time, next year I will have both 80 & 40 available and make sure I carve out 
the time to fill out a few log sheets!! I had a great time both getting the Hartley up and 
running as well as operating. Thanks to Bill W2DGB for loaning me his Hartley which 
only required a coil and power supply which I was able to complete in short order as 
well as Joe W3GMS for his invaluable advice.   
 
WB2AWQ: Conditions were not great, as they haven’t been lately, but with relatively 
calm winds I was able to use my better 40M antenna with minimal “wind” modulation. 
Despite my normal limited operating windows, west coast location, and my low, stealthy 
antennas, I made11 contacts. Farthest from Reno NV was Paul N1BUG in Maine, a nice 
haul for the early stuff. Minnesota seems to be the best represented state, as it has 
been normally. The only other station I heard that I couldn’t work was Harold, KB0ROB. 
Each window I had, I heard, in addition to myself: VE7SL, VE7CNF, and KB0HXL, stalwart 
ops in my book. Talked to 5 different ops who I have never worked before: K0KCY, 
W0LGU, W0PWE, KB0HXL, and N1BUG. I used two push-pull rigs: a TNT for 80M, and a 



Hartley for 40M, pair of ’10 tubes shunt fed B+. I limited output coupling for power 
input control. About 9 watts out with either. CU next year! 
 
WB7WHG: Had trouble getting my Type 10/211 Hartley/MOPA to load into my new 
antennas, from the new shack out here in Oregon. Good thing my friends in BC and MN 
were around! I couldn't hear nearly as many stations from here, and it was frustrating 
not being able to get out, either. I spent many hours after the event, going through 
everything, including Osc-PA coupling, PA grid leak and antenna coupling, and got it all 
working great now! Always learning! 
 
WX1O: My “29” Hartley oscillator used a number 10 tube for the oscillator and a 
number 80 tube for the power supply, which occupy separate cabinets. You will notice 
from my log that I made only one contact, but it wasn’t from not trying! On the first 
Friday (11/9) I tapped CQ for hours with no response although I could hear other 
stations on the air. I purchased this matching power supply and oscillator a Hoss Traders 
hamfest event years ago in New Hampshire. However, it proved to be exceedingly 
inefficient as originally designed rendering less than ½ watt of output power. So, on 
Saturday (11/10) I ripped out what appeared to be unnecessary components of the 
circuit and managed to raise the power up to 2 watts. On the last day of the event, I 
managed to contact KK1K 42 miles away and complete a single QSO for the log. All in all, 
it was great fun and I will be looking forward to improving the set – and my CW skills! – 
even further for next year’s event! 
 
 


